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ABSTRACT: Detailed chemical kinetic modeling of gas-phase reactions can result in automat-
ically generated mechanisms that contain thousands of reactions. In this paper, we describe
the development of a rule-based expert system tool that organizes these reactions into classes
such as hydrogen abstraction and beta scission. We have developed 29 simple classification
rules, 20 complex (well-skipping) classification rules, and four second-stage classification rules.
This greatly simplifies the task of the chemical kineticist who wishes to verify, analyze, and gain
insights into the reactions comprising the mechanism. This system, which is based on the
automated identification of the bonds that break and form in a chemical reaction (the reaction
mapping problem), is used to classify reactions in three different mechanisms. C© 2012 Wiley
Periodicals, Inc. Int J Chem Kinet 45: 125–139, 2013

INTRODUCTION

Detailed chemical kinetic modeling of gas-phase reac-
tion systems is routinely applied to a broad range of
areas, which include ignition time and exhaust mod-
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eling in internal combustion engines [1–4], thermal
conversion of biomass [5], and feed gas conversion in
solid oxide fuel cells [6] in addition to many other ar-
eas [7–9]. Accurate detailed chemical kinetic models,
which accurately represent reality, allow kineticists to
confidently extrapolate information about the system
that they are studying to characterize and optimize the
system.

Much research has been done in mechanism gener-
ation and many methods have been developed, which
include lumping approaches [10] and rate-based ap-
proaches [11,12]. The mechanism generation pro-
cess typically involves two steps: (1) identification
of all necessary species and all important reactions
within the pool of reactants and (2) assignment of
thermodynamic data for species and rate expressions
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for reactions [13]. Algorithms have been designed to
perform these steps fully automatically which are com-
putationally expensive. During mechanism generation,
the number of generated reactions may increase on
a factorial order so expert knowledge is incorporated
into the generation algorithms to avoid unlikely reac-
tions [14]. Manual creation of large gas-phase reaction
systems is impractical since it is an extremely time-
consuming procedure that is prone to errors.

To verify that a mechanism accurately represents re-
ality, it be checked for consistency since it is possible to
omit important reactions [15]. Chemical kinetic mech-
anisms may contain hundreds of species in thousands
of reactions, but frequently they only produce a lim-
ited number of different types of reactions [14]. Owing
to the large number of reactions, it is impractical for
a kineticist to perform this verification manually. The
job of the kineticist has shifted from the bookkeeping
aspects of generating reaction mechanisms to defining
reaction classes and developing rate estimation rules.
It is now necessary to develop tools to assist kineticists
when verifying the accuracy and completeness of this
process. The reaction classification using automated
reaction mapping (RCARM) tools described in this
paper are used to create a more robust mechanism, as
illustrated in Fig. 1. It allows classification of a specific
reaction (whether generated manually or via a genera-
tion code like those described above) into a particular
class. This subdivision into classes allows the kineticist
to sort the mechanism and therefore simplifies the task
of checking for completeness of reactions and consis-
tency of rate coefficient assignments. Inspection of the
members of a particular class might identify a missing
reaction, and the grouping allows one to more readily
inspect the associated rate coefficients. It could also be
of use if the subsequent validation attempts with this
mechanism are unsuccessful.

Automated reaction mapping determines which
bonds are broken or formed in each reaction, using
the bond connectivity of all species, and then uses this
information to classify each reaction. Our automated
reaction mapping algorithms determine the minimum
number of bonds which need to be broken or formed
during the reaction using graph isomorphism [16–18].
These algorithms are able to map all valid reactions un-
like previous reaction mapping algorithms [19–21]. In
the section Automated Reaction Mapping, we briefly
describe our automated reaction mapping algorithms
and the necessary background information for the al-
gorithms.

After a reaction is mapped, we use a rule-based clas-
sification system to classify each reaction. The rules
used to classify reactions can be specified by a kineti-
cist based on the types of reactions he/she expects to
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Figure 1 Mechanism generation flowchart: The kineticist
develops rules which are used by the generation algorithm to
create a new reaction mechanism. The reaction mechanism
is then checked for consistency using RCARM. If the mech-
anism fails, this consistency check the kineticist should de-
termine the cause of the failure and generate the mechanism
again. After the mechanism passes this consistency check,
the validation procedures are performed. If the mechanism
fails the validation procedures, the kineticist should revise
the rules used to generate the mechanism. Once the mecha-
nism has passed the validation procedures, the kineticist has
the resulting final mechanism.

see in the resulting mechanism. The classifications can
be used to sort the mechanism and categorize reactions.
One can use the organized reaction list, together with
the assigned rate coefficients, to verify that all impor-
tant reactions and reaction classes are included in the
mechanism and to verify that the rate coefficients are
assigned correctly. The classification rules system is
explained in the section Reaction Classification.

We have tested our RCARM techniques on multi-
ple mechanisms, including the GRI mechanism [22],
a Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL)
model that describes combustion and ignition phenom-
ena [23], and the Colorado School of Mines (CSM)
oxidation and pyrolysis mechanism which is derived
from published mechanisms [24,25]. We have writ-
ten rules to classify simple reactions (i.e., single-
step reactions), including radical addition, beta scis-
sion, disproportionation, electronic transition, hydro-
gen abstraction, isomerization, radical dissociation,
recombination, and stable bond fission reactions as
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well as rules to classify complex reactions (i.e., well-
skipping reactions), including chemically activated
ones. The rules we have specified are able to classify
more than 95% of the reactions in the CSM mechanism
and in the LLNL mechanism. In the section Examples
we discuss the results of our system for classifying
various mechanisms, and in the Discussion we discuss
features of automated reaction mapping and its use in
classifying reactions.

Validation of a mechanism may require mechanism
reduction. In this case, after a mechanism has been gen-
erated, a reduction algorithm is typically used to reduce
the size of the mechanism prior to running simulations.
Almost all published mechanisms have species and re-
actions that are not important for a specific application
since (1) the creators include species and reactions
even if their importance is uncertain and (2) detailed
mechanisms are tested for a wide range of conditions
although they are utilized for a narrower range of con-
ditions [26]. There have been many approaches used
in mechanism reduction algorithms, but the essence of
each method is the same. The aim of any reduction
method is to identify and remove unnecessary species
and reactions, but to retain the main features of the de-
tailed mechanism [27]. Reduction basically consists of
two steps: (1) removing species and reactions that have
a negligible contribution to the phenomena of interest
resulting in a skeletal mechanism and (2) using sec-
ondary techniques based on model assumptions [28].
The methods for reduction include flux graphs [29,30],
quasi-integrals [31], directed relation graphs with er-
ror propagation [27], dynamic adaptive chemistry [32],
and simulation error minimization connectivity [26].

The reduction algorithms are computationally ex-
pensive and may take days to complete, depending on
the requested tolerance of the reduction. After a mech-
anism has been reduced, it should again be checked
for consistency. The size of the resulting mechanism
will vary based on the sensitivity parameter specified
by the kineticist. It is useful to use RCARM to classify
and sort the mechanism after the reduction to ensure
no important reactions have been discarded. This also
provides the kineticist a very useful tool to evaluate the
rate constant of a reaction from a different perspective
(e.g., by cross-comparison with other reactions in the
same class). The kineticist should also verify that in the
ordered mechanism, every intermediate species has at
least one production and one consumption path [28].

The purpose of this article is to show how our au-
tomated reaction mapping algorithms [16–18] can be
used to classify reactions and therefore sort a reaction
mechanism. A classified and sorted reaction mecha-
nism can be used to systematically analyze a mecha-
nism in the following ways: (1) to check for complete-

ness in the mechanism, (2) to check the consistency
of rate coefficient assignments, (3) to verify the quan-
tity of each reaction classification makes sense, (4) to
focus on unclassified reactions when looking for prob-
lems if validation fails, and (5) to compare multiple
mechanisms which model the same phenomena. Note
that we use SMILES notation [33–35] when describing
molecules to avoid ambiguity.

AUTOMATED REACTION MAPPING

This section provides a brief explanation of our auto-
mated reaction mapping algorithms to provide neces-
sary background knowledge. The algorithms are more
thoroughly explained in [16,18].

Graph Representation of Molecules

A molecule can be represented as a chemical graph,
which is a graph where the vertices represent atoms
and the edges represent bonds. Since chemical bonds
are not directional, a chemical graph is an undirected
graph. It is possible to represent a double bond with
two edges and a triple bond with three edges between
the same vertices, forming a multigraph or to represent
a bond as a single edge with semantic data about the
bond type. The bond type (single, double, triple, or
aromatic), when deemed relatively unimportant, is of-
ten elided, producing a simple graph. Chemical graphs
can be defined geometrically which fixes the position
of the atoms in space. We will deal only with abstract
graphs in this article.

Graph Isomorphism

A key step in automated reaction mapping is de-
termining whether two graph are isomorphic. Two
graphs, G1 and G2, are isomorphic if there is a bi-
jection of the vertices of G1 and the vertices of G2,
f : V (G1) → V (G2), such that two vertices, u and
v, are adjacent in G1 if and only if f (u) is adjacent
to f (v) in G2. No efficient algorithm has been found
to determine whether two general graphs are isomor-
phic [36]. The problem of finding a canonical name
for a graph is closely related to the graph isomorphism
problem. A canonical name of a graph is a unique la-
bel given to all isomorphic graphs. If a canonical label
can be found for two graphs, the graphs can easily be
checked for isomorphism by comparing the canonical
names [37].

Algorithms have been designed specifically for
solving the chemical graph isomorphism problem.
These chemical graph isomorphism algorithms are
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Figure 2 A simple chemical reaction: OH + CH4 ⇔ H2O + CH3.

guaranteed to produce a canonical name, but have
an exponential worst-case time complexity although
in practice they are much faster. One of the first
canonical-naming algorithms for chemical graphs pro-
posed by H. L. Morgan is based on node connectivity
and the creation of unambiguous strings which de-
scribe a molecule [38]. Morgan’s algorithm may fail
for some molecules with oscillatory behavior [39]. One
of the most well-known and fastest algorithms for de-
termining chemical graph isomorphism is Nauty [40],
which is based on finding the automorphism groups of
a graph [41]. The authors of Bliss improve the Nauty
algorithm using an advanced data structure and incre-
mental computations [42]. Another well-known canon-
ical naming algorithm for chemical graph isomorphism
is Signature [43]. The algorithm finds a canonical name
using extended valence sequences. Extended valence
sequences are defined as a canonical representation of
the topological environment of the considered atom up
to a predefined height.

Our automated reaction mapping algorithms are
based on finding isomorphic molecules by using
canonical names. Generally we use Nauty for isomor-
phism testing, but we could use either Bliss or Signa-
ture as well if we updated our implementation.

Automated Reaction Mapping Problem
Definition

A reaction may be represented as a collection of re-
actant and product graphs where the sum of the reac-
tant graphs is transformed into the sum of the product
graphs. A chemical reaction is valid if, for each label ai ,
the total number of vertices in the reactant graphs with
label ai is equal to the total number of vertices in the
product graph with label ai (i.e., atoms are conserved
in the equation). Although this conservation of atoms
seems obvious, reaction databases may contain invalid
reactions. Database validation is a common application
of valid reaction testing.

A reaction mapping in a valid chemical reaction is a
one-to-one mapping f of each vertex v in the reactant
graphs to a vertex w in the product graphs such that
l (v) = l (w), where l (z) denotes the label of node z.

We define the cost of a mapping f : consider a pair
of vertices v1 and v2 in reactant graphs; let w1 = f (v1)

and w2 = f (v2). Cost c (v1, v2) = 1 if there is a bond
between vertices v1 and v2, but not between w1 and
w2 or vice versa; c (v1, v2) = 0 if there is either a bond
between v1 and v2 and between w1 and w2 or if there
is no bond between either pair. Adding costs over all
possible vertex pairs (v1, v2) in the reactant graphs
gives the cost of the mapping.

Less formally, one may think of the cost of a map-
ping as the number of bonds that are formed or bro-
ken during the reaction. For example, consider the re-
action OH + CH4 ⇔ H2O + CH3 shown in Fig. 2. A
mapping can be obtained by breaking a CH bond and
forming an OH bond, which results in a cost of two.
The reaction mapping problem may be formulated as
that of finding a mapping of minimum cost [16]. The
general automated reaction mapping problem is known
to be NP-complete [16].

Automated Reaction Mapping Algorithms

Until recently, very little research has been done in the
area of automated reaction mapping [39, p. 175]. Thus
far most of the algorithms developed in the field of
cheminformatics have been targeted at finding similar-
ity between individual compounds often in the context
of database searches. We require the ability to map
atomic reactions for data-cleansing purposes as well
as a prerequisite for reaction classification.

We have developed nine optimal algorithms for
automated reaction mapping, which are able to
map any valid reaction regardless of class or form
[16,18,44]. Previous approaches have focused on spe-
cific reaction classes (e.g., combination, decompo-
sition, displacement) [19], particular reaction forms
(e.g., two reactants forming two products) [45], or
heuristic maximum common subgraph algorithms
[20,21].

Our algorithms are based on the construction of a
bit pattern with a bit representing each bond in the
equation. A “candidate” equation is created based on
the bit pattern, which causes each bond represented by
“1” in the pattern to be broken. If the candidate equation
has identical reactants and products, it represents a
valid mapping and is scored. The algorithms differ in
the way candidate equations are generated, searched,
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(defrule habstraction

(1) (Reaction {numReactants == 2})

(2) (Reaction {numProducts == 2})

(3) (Reaction {atLeastOneRadicalReactant == TRUE})

(4) (Reaction {atLeastOneRadicalProduct == TRUE})

(5) (Reaction {sameRadicalReactantAndProduct == FALSE})

(6) (Mapping {allHydrogenBonds == TRUE})

(7) (Mapping {hydrogenGoingFromStableToRadicalReactant == TRUE})

(8) (Reaction {numBondsBroken == 1})

(9) (Reaction {numBondsFormed == 1})

=>

(add (new String HydrogenAbstraction)))

Figure 3 Hydrogen Abstraction classification rule: Statements (1) and (2) verify that there are two reactants and two products
using methods from the reaction class. Statements (3) and (4) verify that there is at least one radical reactant and one radical
product using methods from the reaction class. Statement (5) verifies that the radical reactant is not the same as the radical
product using a method from the reaction class. Statement (6) verifies that each bond that is broken or formed was connected
to a hydrogen atom using a method from the mapping class. Statement (7) verifies that a hydrogen atom moved from a stable
to a radical reactant using a method from the mapping class. Statements (8) and (9) verify that exactly one reactant bond was
broken, and one product bond was formed using methods from the reaction class.

and how canonical names are generated and stored. We
refer the reader to [16,18,44] for a detailed treatment
and comparison of the algorithms.

REACTION CLASSIFICATION

The classification of a reaction is based on the prop-
erties of the reaction and the species involved in the
reaction. The expert end-user is in the best position
to define the collection of rules that constitute a valid
classification. If these rules were part of the system’s
source code, changes to the rules would require re-
compilation of the program and redeployment of the
system. Therefore, our system is designed to employ
externally defined rules, which minimizes the necessity
of code changes when creating or modifying classifi-
cation rules. An expert system is a rule-based system
designed to capture the knowledge of human experts.
Our classification system uses Jess, an expert system
developed at Sandia National Laboratories [46]. Since
Jess does not have open terms and/or license, it is not
distributed with our automated reaction mapping code,
but it can be obtained separately from Sandia National
Laboratories [17].

The system has initially been populated with rules
that define some gas-phase reaction classifications: For
example, Hydrogen Abstraction requires breaking a
single bond which connects a hydrogen atom to another
atom. The hydrogen atom then forms a new bond with
a different atom from another molecule. This different
atom had an unsaturated valence (i.e., a radical). The
rule for hydrogen abstraction reactions is presented in
Fig. 3. The initial rules also include some more com-
plex rules (i.e., rules for well-skipping reactions) such
as the rule for Isomerization followed by Beta Scis-

sion followed by Beta Scission, which is presented in
Fig. 4.

Rule Creation

The rules require information from two classes: reac-
tion and mapping. These classes have been written to
comply with the JavaBean specification that allows the
dynamic discovery of methods and properties via intro-
spection and reflection. These beans are defined within
the Jess engine with declarations shown in Fig. 5. In
Jess, a rule can be thought of as a simple if–then con-
struct where the two parts are separated by the “=>”
operator. Each statement is composed of a class decla-
ration and condition to be verified using a method from
that class.

(defrule IsomBetaScissionBetaScission

(1) (Reaction {numReactants == 1})

(2) (Reaction {numProducts == 2})

(3) (Reaction {allReactantsRadical == TRUE})

(4) (Reaction {allProductsRadical == FALSE})

(5) (Reaction {allProductsStable == FALSE})

(6) (Reaction {numBondsBroken == 3})

(7) (Reaction {numBondsFormed == 1})

=>

(add (new String Isom_Beta_Beta)))

Figure 4 Isomerization Beta Scission Beta Scission classi-
fication rule: Statements (1) and (2) verify that there is one
reactant, and there are two products using methods from the
reaction class. Statement (3) verifies that the reactant is rad-
ical using a method from the reaction class. Statements (4)
and (5) verify that there is one stable product and one radical
product using methods from the reaction class. Statement
(6) verifies that there are three reactant bonds that are bro-
ken, and statement (7) verifies that there is one product bond
formed using methods from the reaction class.

International Journal of Chemical Kinetics DOI 10.1002/kin.20749
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(import arm.mapping.Reaction)

(import arm.mapping.Mapping)

(deftemplate Reaction (declare (from-class Reaction)))

(deftemplate Mapping (declare (from-class Mapping)))

Figure 5 JavaBean declaration.

For example, in the Hydrogen Abstraction rule pre-
sented in Fig. 3 there are nine statements which are
checked to determine whether a reaction is a hydrogen
abstraction reaction. If all of the statements return true
then the reaction is classified as “Hydrogen Abstrac-
tion.”

Similarly, the Isomerization Beta Scission Beta
Scission rule presented if Fig. 4 has seven statements,
which are checked to determine whether a reaction is
an Isomerization Beta Scission Beta Scission reaction.
An example of the Isomerization Beta Scission Beta
Scission reaction is shown in Fig. 6. In this type of
reaction, we start with a radical reactant and end with a
radical and a stable species (checked on lines (1)–(5) in
Fig. 4) . The isomerization step of the reaction breaks
one bond and forms one bond (the first step in Fig. 6).
The two beta scission steps each break one bond in
the reaction (the second and third steps in Fig. 6). The
reaction therefore has a total of three bonds broken and
one bond formed (checked on lines (6)–(7) in Fig. 4).

(See Appendix A in the Supporting Information for
a complete list of conditions available for statements
from both the reaction and mapping classes.)

Classification Rules

We have created a set of rules for classifying gas-phase
mechanisms. The rules consist of simple classification
rules (i.e., single-step reactions) for reactions such as
isomerization (see Fig. 7) and complex classification
rules (i.e., well-skipping reactions) such as Radical

(defrule Isomerization

(Reaction {numReactants == 1})

(Reaction {numProducts == 1})

(Reaction {numBondsBroken == 1})

(Reaction {numBondsFormed == 1})

=>

(add (new String Isomerization)))

Figure 7 Isomerization classification rule.

(defrule RadicalAdditionIsomerizationBetaScission

(Reaction {numReactants == 2})

(Reaction {numProducts == 2})

(Reaction {allReactantsRadical == FALSE})

(Reaction {allReactantsStable == FALSE})

(Reaction {allProductsRadical == FALSE})

(Reaction {allProductsStable == FALSE})

(Reaction {numBondsBroken == 2})

(Reaction {numBondsFormed == 2})

=>

(add (new String RadAdd_Isom_Beta)))

Figure 8 Radical Addition Isomerization Beta Scission
classification rule.

Addition Isomerization Beta Scission (see Fig. 8). In
complex reactions (well-skipping reactions), the ini-
tial compound has enough energy to get to the result-
ing compound and the intermediate reactions are not
included in the final mechanism.

In the complex reactions, many bonds are broken
or formed, which means there are multiple paths for
the reactants to change to the products. The complex
(well-skipping) reaction rules provide a path in which
the reactants may break and form bonds to create the
products although the actual path may be different.

Our classification rules are divided into two stages.
After a reaction has been mapped, the first-stage clas-
sification rules are considered. If the reaction is not
classified using the first-stage rules then the second-
stage rules are considered. Second-stage classifica-
tion rules are usually more generic than the first-stage
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Figure 6 An example Isomerization Beta Scission Beta Scission reaction: C6H11 ⇔ C2H4 + C4H7.
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classification rules since they are designed to give some
information about reactions which would otherwise re-
main unclassified. For example, the reaction CH3 +
O2 ⇔ CH3O + O is not classified using the first-stage
classification rules, but since we have second-stage
classification rules (e.g., RadicalPlusO2Forward) the
reaction can be classified and grouped together with
similar reactions. Since the second-stage classification
rules are more generic than the first-stage classifica-
tion rules, we do not classify an individual reaction
using both rules. For example, a reaction such as (e.g.,
C C CC C C ⇔ C1 CC CC C1), which is clas-
sified as IsomerizationComplex using the firststage
classification rules, may also be able to be classified
as complex using the second-stage classification rules
which is not necessary. The two-stage classification
rules allow us to write rules for both reaction clas-
sifications, but to give priority to the more specific
classification rules.

The simple classifications include rules for Hydro-
gen Abstraction, Beta Scission, Isomerization, Stable
Bond Fission, Recombination, Radical Dissociation,
Radical Addition, Electronic Transition, and Dispro-
portionation reactions. The complex (well-skipping)
classifications includes rules for various combinations
of the simple classification rules such as Hydrogen Ab-
straction Isomerization, Beta Scission Beta Scission,
Isomerization Beta Scission, Radical Addition Isomer-
ization, and multiple-step Radical Addition reactions.
The second-stage classification rules include rules for
Oxygen-Catalyzed Isomerization, Radical Plus O2, and
Complex reactions.

Note that our classification system is able to clas-
sify each reaction in the forward and reverse directions
with each mapping. The code will map the reaction
in the forward direction and use this information to
classify the reaction in the forward direction. After the
reaction is classified in the forward direction, the code
is able to switch the reactants and the products and
classify the reverse reaction without running the map-
ping algorithms a second time. Classifying reactions in
the forward and reverse direction provides additional
information for grouping similar reactions, and this in-
formation can be used by the kineticist when checking
the mechanism for consistency.

(See Appendix B (in the Supporting Information)
for the complete list of classification rules, which are
summarized in Tables I–III.)

EXAMPLES

Our system has been used to analyze (1) the GRI-Mech
3.0 combustion mechanism from the Gas Research In-

stitute (GRI) [22], (2) a CSM oxidation and pyrolysis
mechanism that is derived from published mechanisms
[24, 25], and (3) the n-C7 combustion mechanism from
LLNL [23]. Tables IV and V provide additional infor-
mation about the mechanisms tested.

The system allows one to configure the algorithms
to use a variety of canonical naming algorithms and
change classification rules as needed without making
code changes [17]. We were usually able to map and
classify the reactions in a reasonable amount of time
[16,18,44]. A summary of the time required to find
all minimum cost mappings using our two fastest al-
gorithms (2-CCV NR FDN and 2-CCV FDN MS) is
provided in Table VI. The experiments were carried
out on a computer running Microsoft Windows Vista
Home Premium with a 2.66 GHz Intel Core 2 Quad
Processor and 4 GB of RAM. The code uses a single
core and less than 1 GB of the available RAM when
mapping the reactions of a mechanism. Reactions that
could not be mapped in a reasonable amount of time
usually contained errors [16].

The worst-case time complexity for our algorithms
is approximately O(nb), where n is the number of
bonds in the reactions and b is the number of bonds bro-
ken and formed in the reaction. Notice that GRI has the
smallest number of bonds per reaction and that LLNL
has the largest number of bonds per reaction (Table
IV). GRI and CSM have an almost identical number
of bonds broken or formed for each reaction, whereas
LLNL is slightly higher (Table V). This implies that
LLNL should take more time than the other mech-
anisms to map each reaction since it has the largest
number of bonds per reaction and the largest number
of bonds broken or formed per reaction. Similarly, GRI
should take less time than the other mechanisms to map
each reaction.

A prerequisite to employing this approach is gen-
erating the connectivity matrix for each species since
connectivity is essential for any comparison of a gen-
erated mechanism.

For each data set that we tested, we classified the
forward and reverse reactions. To classify the reverse
reactions, we simply switched the reactants and the
products.

GRI Mechanism

GRI has produced several mechanisms for use in chem-
informatics research. The latest version is 3.0 [22],
which is composed of 325 reactions that model natural
gas combustion.

The classification rules that we have developed are
able to classify more than 70% of the reactions in the
mechanism. Over half of the reactions that are not

International Journal of Chemical Kinetics DOI 10.1002/kin.20749
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Table I Simple Classification Rules

Classification Rule Example Reaction

HydrogenAbstraction A hydrogen atom is abstracted from a stable reactant by
a radical reactant

CH3 + H2 ⇔ H + CH4

HydrogenAbstraction O2 A hydrogen atom is abstracted from a stable reactant by
O2

C2H6 + O2 ⇔ C2H5 + HO2

HydrogenAbstraction HO2 A hydrogen atom is abstracted from HO2, resulting in
two stable products

OH + HO2 ⇔ O2 + H2O

HydrogenAbstraction O A hydrogen atom is abstracted from a stable reactant by
an O atom, resulting in two radical products

O + H2 ⇔ H + OH

HydrogenAbstraction Poly
valent Radical

A hydrogen atom is abstracted from a stable reactant by
a polyvalent radical, resulting in two radical products

CH2 + CH4 ⇔ CH3 + CH3

BetaScission C C A carbon–carbon bond is broken in a radical reactant,
resulting in a radical and a stable product

CH3CH2CH2 ⇔ CH3 + C2H4

BetaScission C H A carbon–hydrogen bond is broken in a radical reactant,
resulting in a radical and a stable product

C2H5 ⇔ C2H4 + H

BetaScission C O A carbon–oxygen bond is broken in a radical reactant,
resulting in a radical and a stable product

CH3CH(OH)CH2 ⇔ C3H6 + OH

BetaScission O H A oxygen–hydrogen bond is broken in a radical reactant,
resulting in a radical and a stable product

CH2OH ⇔ CH2O + H

Isomerization A bond is broken and a bond may be formed with one
reactant, resulting in one product

CH3CH2CH2 ⇔ CH3CHCH3

IsomerizationComplex Multiple bonds are broken and/or formed with one
reactant, resulting in one product

C#CCCC#C ⇔ BENZENE

OH Ether A bond breaks and a bond forms when an OH reacts
with a cyclic ether to form a radical product

C1COC1 + OH ⇔ [CH2]CCOO

StableBondFission C C A carbon–carbon bond is broken in a stable reactant,
resulting in two radical products

n C4H10 ⇔ CH3 + C3H7

StableBondFission C H A carbon–hydrogen bond is broken in a stable reactant,
resulting in two radical products

C2H6 ⇔ C2H5 + H

StableBondFission C O A carbon–oxygen bond is broken in a stable reactant,
resulting in two radical products

CH3CH2OH ⇔ C2H5 + OH

StableBondFission O H A oxygen–hydrogen bond is broken in a stable reactant,
resulting in two radical products

CH3OH ⇔ CH3O + H

StableBondFission O O A oxygen–oxygen bond is broken in a stable reactant,
resulting in two radical products

H2O2 ⇔ OH + OH

RecombinationStableProduct A bond forms between two radical reactants, resulting in
one stable product

CH3 + H ⇔ CH4

RecombinationTwoRadical
Products

A bond forms and a bond breaks between two radical
reactants, resulting in two radical products

H + HO2 ⇔ OH + OH

RecombinationOneRadical
Product

A bond forms between two radical reactants (one of
which is a diradical), resulting in one radical product

H + CH2 ⇔ CH3

RadicalDissociation A bond breaks in a radical reactant, resulting in two
radical products (one of which is a diradical)

CH3O ⇔ CH3 + O

RadicalAddition A bond forms between a radical reactant and an
unsaturated species, resulting in a radical product

H + C2H2 ⇔ C2H3

RadicalAddition C O A bond forms between a radical reactant and a reactant
with a carbon–oxygen double bond, resulting in a
radical product

H + CH2O ⇔ CH3O

UniEther A bond breaks and a bond forms on a radical reactant,
resulting in a cyclic ether and OH as products

[CH2]CCOO ⇔ C1COC1 + OH

UniRadAdd Radical addition to a multiple bond in same species
leads to formation of another radical

[O]OC C ⇔ [CH2]C1OO1

DisproportionationForward A bond forms and a bond breaks between two radical
reactants, resulting in two stable products

H + C2H3 ⇔ C2H2 + H2

Continued
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Table I Continued

Classification Rule Example Reaction

DisproportionationReverse A bond forms and a bond breaks between two stable
reactants, resulting in two radical products

CH4 + C2H2 ⇔ CH3 + C2H3

ElectronicTransition There are no bonds broken or formed for the reactants to
transform into the products

1CH2 + CO ⇔3 CH2 + CO

MultipleSpecies There are more than two reactants and/or products H + H + H2 ⇔ H2 + H2

Table II Complex Classification Rules

Classification Rule Example

Beta Beta Beta scission followed by a second beta scission [CH2]C1OO1 ⇔ [CH] C + O2
HAdd Isom Hydrogen addition followed by isomerization C C C + H ⇔ CC#C + H
Isom Beta Isomerization followed by beta scission (two

products)
CO[O] ⇔ C O + [OH]

Isom Beta Complex Isomerization followed by beta scission, which
breaks more than two bonds and forms more
than two bonds

OOC [CH] ⇔ C O + [CH] O

Isom Beta Beta Isomerization followed by beta scission followed
by a second beta scission

[CH]1COOC1 ⇔ C O + [O]C C

Isom StableBondFission Reactant isomerizes prior to bond fission C C C ⇔ [C]#C + [CH3]
Isom UniBeta Isomerization followed by beta scission (one

product)
[CH]1COC1 ⇔ [CH2]CC O

RadAdd Beta Radical addition followed by beta scission C#C + CH3 ⇔ CC#C + H
RadAdd Isom Radical addition followed by isomerization [CH2]C + O O ⇔ [CH2]COO
RadAdd Isom Beta Radical addition followed by isomerization

followed by beta scission
[CH2]CC + O O ⇔ CCC O + OH

RadAdd Isom UniBeta Radical addition followed by isomerization
followed by unimolecular beta scission

C C1CCCC1 + H ⇔ CCC[CH]C C

RadAdd RadAdd Radical addition followed by a second radical
addition

[CH] C + O2 ⇔ [CH2]C1OO1

RadAdd RadAdd Beta Radical addition followed by a second radical
addition followed by beta scission

[CH2]C C + C#C ⇔ C1C CC C1 + H

RadAdd RadAdd Isom Radical addition followed by a second radical
addition followed by isomerization

[CH] C C + C#C ⇔ [CH]1C CC C1

RadAdd UniBeta Beta Radical addition followed by beta scission (one
product) followed by beta scission

C1CC CC1 + H ⇔ [CH2]C C + C C

RadAdd UniBeta Radical addition followed by beta scission (one
product)

[H] + C1*CCCCC1 ⇔ [CH2]CCCC*C

RecombinationStable Isom Initial recombination product isomerizes to form
another stable species

[CH] C C + [CH3] ⇔ CC#CC

UniRadAdd Isom Unimolecular radical addition followed by
isomerization

[CH2]CCCC*C ⇔ CC1[CH]CCC1

UniRadAdd Beta Unimolecular radical addition followed by beta
scission

[CH] CCC C ⇔ C1C CC C1 + H

UniRadAdd Isom Beta Unimolecular radical addition followed by
isomerization followed by beta scission

C[CH]CCC C ⇔ C1CC CC1 + [CH3]

classified contain nitrogen, whereas our rules focus
on hydrogen carbon oxygen systems. The rules can
be extended to include nitrogen chemistry as needed
by the kineticist. Table VII provides example reaction
classifications.

Table VIII provides a summary of the classification
results. The summary data are useful to check whether

the numbers make sense. For example, we expect that
every reaction that is classified as Hydrogen Abstrac-
tion in the forward direction will also be classified as
Hydrogen Abstraction in the reverse direction. As ex-
pected, the same number (81 reactions) of reactions is
classified as Hydrogen Abstraction in the forward and
reverse directions.
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Table III Second-Stage Classification Rules

Classification Rule Example

OxygenCatalyzedIsomerization Bonds break and form for an O2 reactant and a radical
reactant to transform into an O2 product and an
isomerized radical product

[CH2]C(C)OO + O O ⇔
C[CH]COO + O O

RadicalPlusO2Forward Bonds break and form for an O2 reactant and an alkyl
radical reactant to transform into products

CH3 + O2 ⇔ CH3O + O

RadicalPlusO2Reverse Bond break and for reactants to transform into an O2
product and an alkyl radical product

HO2 + C2H4 ⇔ C2H5 + O2

Complex More than four bonds break or form for the reactants to
transform into the products

OH + C2H2 ⇔ CH3 + CO

Table IV Reaction Mechanism Statistics

Number of Atomsb Number of Bondsc

Number of Total Number of Total Number of
Reactions Bonds Broken/Formed Bit Patterns Testeda Mean Mininum Maximum Mean Minimum Maximum

GRI 325 736 4,797 11 4 30 7.42 1 26
CSM 3,544 7,965 3,302,598 30 4 74 26.51 1 83
LLNL 4,185 10,728 87,103,494 38 4 96 34.14 1 91

aThe total number of bit patterns tested to find all mappings of minimum cost for each reaction in the mechanism.
bThe number of reactant (or product) atoms in the reaction.
cThe total number of reactant and product bonds in the reaction.

Table V Mapping Statistics

Number of Bonds Broken/Formed Number of Minimum Cost Mappings Number of Bit Patterns Testeda

Mean Minimum Maximum Mean Median Minimum Maximum Mean Median Min Maximum

GRI 2.26 0 6 2.89 2 1 48 14.76 3 1 2,532
CSM 2.25 0 7 7.81 4 1 288 931.88 25 1 285,081
LLNL 2.56 0 9 11.98 3 1 1,152 20,813.26 17 1 13,236,100

aThe number of bit patterns tested, per reaction, to find all mappings of minimum cost.

Table VI Runtime Results: Find All Mappings of
Minimum Cost

GRI CSM LLNL
(s) (s) (s)

2-CCV NR FDN 0.21 56.8 4262
2-CCV FDN MS 0.32 62.0 1628

CSM Oxidation and Pyrolysis Mechanism

The CSM oxidation and pyrolysis mechanism is de-
rived from published mechanisms [24, 25]. This mech-
anism is composed of 3474 reactions. The classifica-
tion rules that we have developed are able to classify
more than 97% of the reactions in the mechanism.
Table IX provides example reaction classifications.

Table X provides a summary of the classification
results. The summary data are useful to check whether

the numbers make sense. For example, we expect that
every reaction that is classified as Add Add Beta in
the forward (reverse) direction will be classified as
Add UniBeta Beta in the reverse (forward) direction.
As expected, the same number of reactions is classi-
fied as Add Add Beta in the forward direction as is
classified Add UniBeta Beta in the reverse direction.

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories
Mechanism

The mechanism provided by LLNL [23] models com-
bustion and ignition phenomena for normal heptane.
The connectivity data for most of the molecules were
added by students in the Chemical Engineering depart-
ment at CSM for an early version of the mechanism.
Using the provided information, we were able to map
4185 reactions from the mechanism. Table XI provides
example reaction classifications.
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Table VII GRI 3.0 Mechanism Example Reactions

Classification
Reaction Number of Bonds

(SMILES Notation) Broken and Formeda Forward Direction Reverse Direction

C [CH] + O O ⇔ C O + [CH] O 4 (2, 2) RadAdd Isom Beta C2H3 RadAdd Isom Beta C2H3
[H] + C[CH2] ⇔ [H][H] + C C 2 (1, 1) DisproportionationForward DisproportionationReverse
[OH] + C O ⇔ [CH] O + O 2 (1, 1) HydrogenAbstraction HO HydrogenAbstraction CHO
[CH3] + CC O ⇔ [CH3] + C + [C]#[O] 3 (2, 1) MultipleSpecies MultipleSpecies

aFormat: total number of broken and formed bonds (the number of broken bonds, number of formed bonds).

Table VIII GRI 3.0 Mechanism Classification Summary

Forward Reverse

BetaScission 1 (0.31%) 8 (2.46%)
Complex 7 (2.15%) 7 (2.15%)
Disproportionation 25 (7.69%) 19 (5.85%)
ElectronicTransition 5 (1.54%) 5 (1.54%)
HAdd Isom 2 (0.62%) 2 (0.62%)
HydrogenAbstraction 81 (24.92%) 81 (24.92%)
Isom Beta 0 2 (0.62%)
MultipleSpecies 30 (9.23%) 30 (9.23%)
no classification 93 (28.62%) 91 (28.00%)
RadAdd Beta 1 (0.31%) 1 (0.31%)
RadAdd Isom 2 (0.62%) 0
RadAdd Isom Beta 14 (4.31%) 14 (4.31%)
RadicalAddition 3 (0.92%) 0
RadicalDissociation 0 3 (0.92%)
RadicalPlusO2 20 (6.15%) 19 (5.85%)
Recombination 49 (15.08%) 31 (9.54%)
StableBondFission 1 (0.31%) 16 (4.92%)

Table XII provides a summary of the classifica-
tion results. The summary data are useful to check
whether the numbers make sense. For example, we ex-
pect that every reaction that is classified as Add Add
in the forward (reverse) direction will be classified as
Beta Beta in the reverse (forward) direction. As ex-
pected, there are the same number of reactions classi-
fied as Add Add in the forward direction as there are
classified Beta Beta in the reverse direction.

DISCUSSION

RCARM is a useful tool for kineticists when generat-
ing a new mechanism since it allows the kineticist to
sort the mechanism. The kineticist may use the sorted
mechanism to verify each species has a production and
consumption path and to check for completeness in
the mechanism. The sorted reaction list will also group
reactions in a way that should make it easier to visu-
alize outliers in rate coefficients and to check whether
the rate coefficient scale appropriately within a group.
Note that we may also use RCARM for rate compar-
isons in fitted kinetic models (e.g., GRI-Mech 3.0 [22])
since it can determine whether the rate constant is rea-
sonable. If the rate constant is not reasonable then the
mechanism is likely flawed.

Unclassified Reactions

The classification rules that we have derived are able
to classify more than 95% of the reactions in the CSM
and LLNL mechanisms and more than 75% of the reac-
tions in the GRI mechanism. Owing to the complicated
nature of gas-phase reaction systems, it is impractical
to devise a set of rules that will classify all reactions al-
though the number of unclassified reactions should be
as small as possible. The reactions that are not classi-
fied are as important as the reactions that are classified.
The unclassified reactions are those which the kineti-
cist may look at on a case-by-case basis or where the

Table IX CSM Mechanism Example Reactions

Classification
Reaction Number of Bonds

(SMILES Notation) Broken and Formeda Forward Direction Reverse Direction

[CH] CC#C + C#C ⇔ C1 CC#CC C1 + [H] 3 (1, 2) Add Add Beta C6H5 RadAdd UniBeta Beta C6H5
[CH2]C(C)OO ⇔ CC C + [O]O 1 (1, 0) BetaScission C O C3H7 RadicalAddition HO2
C C C + [H] ⇔ CC#C + [H] 2 (1, 1) HAdd Isom HAdd Isom
CC(C)[O] ⇔ C[C](C)O 2 (1, 1) Isomerization Isomerization

aFormat: total number of broken and formed bonds (the number of broken bonds, number of formed bonds).
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Table X CSM Mechanism Classification Summary

Forward Reverse

Beta Beta 24 (0.69%) 13 (0.37%)
BetaScission 231 (6.65%) 42 (1.21%)
Complex 33 (0.95%) 71 (2.04%)
Disproportionation 228 (6.56%) 259 (7.46%)
ElectronicTransition 6 (0.17%) 6 (0.17%)
HAdd Isom 8 (0.23%) 8 (0.23%)
HydrogenAbstraction 1594 (45.88%) 1594 (45.88%)
Isom Beta 270 (7.77%) 17 (0.49%)
Isom Beta Beta 43 (1.24%) 1 (0.03%)
Isom StableBondFission 2 (0.06%) 1 (0.03%)
Isom UniBeta 29 (0.83%) 6 (0.17%)
Isomerization 183 (5.27%) 180 (5.18%)
MultipleSpecies 273 (7.86%) 273 (7.86%)
no classification 92 (2.65%) 105 (3.02%)
OH Ether 0 8 (0.23%)
OxygenCatalyzed 1 (0.03%) 1 (0.03%)

Isomerization
RadAdd Beta 65 (1.87%) 65 (1.87%)
RadAdd Isom 15 (0.43%) 218 (6.28%)
RadAdd Isom Beta 61 (1.76%) 61 (1.76%)
RadAdd Isom UniBeta 0 15 (0.43%)
RadAdd RadAdd 13 (0.37%) 24 (0.69%)
RadAdd RadAdd Beta 14 (0.40%) 0
RadAdd RadAdd Isom 1 (0.03%) 43 (1.24%)
RadAdd UniBeta 0 16 (0.46%)
RadAdd UniBeta Beta 0 14 (0.40%)
RadicalAddition 29 (0.83%) 230 (6.62%)
RadicalDissociation 8 (0.23%) 2 (0.06%)
RadicalPlusO2 84 (2.42%) 69 (1.99%)
Recombination 98 (2.82%) 142 (4.09%)
RecombinationStable 1 (0.03%) 2 (0.06%)

Isom
StableBondFission 70 (2.01%) 32 (0.92%)
UniEther 8 (0.23%) 0
UniRadAdd 15 (0.43%) 18 (0.52%)
UniRadAdd Beta 16 (0.46%) 0
UniRadAdd Isom 6 (0.17%) 29 (0.83%)
UniRadAdd Isom Beta 15 (0.43%) 0

kineticist may begin looking for problems in mecha-
nisms that have failed validation procedures.

The kineticist may also see trends in the unclassified
reactions, which may be captured by writing additional
classification rules. For example, our initial set of clas-
sification rules did not contain rules for some com-
plex (well-skipping) reactions. Since these complex
(well-skipping) reactions were well represented in our
mechanism, we added additional classification rules to
capture them. The classification rules can be modified
by the kineticist without changes to the source code,
which allows kineticists to easily modify the rules as
needed for their particular reaction mechanism.

Pressure-Dependent Reactions

Many of the classification groups refer to pressure-
dependent reactions. For example, from the reaction
classifications listed in Appendix B in the Supporting
Information only Hydrogen Abstraction and Dispro-
portionation do not refer pressure-dependent reactions.
Although most of the reaction classes refer to pressure-
dependent reactions, only 25%–50% of the reactions in
a mechanism are pressure dependent since a significant
fraction of the reactions in a mechanism are hydrogen
abstraction reactions. For example, 1594 reactions of
3474 reactions in the CSM mechanism are classified
as Hydrogen Abstraction.

Pressure-dependent reactions make the comparison
of rate coefficients more complicated since they may
not be similar within a classification group. We rec-
ommend evaluating the mechanism under the high-
pressure limit if the kineticist would like to use the
sorted reaction list to check whether the rate coeffi-
cients are consistent. Note that this does not neces-
sarily mean that the rate coefficients for a particular
classification group will be similar.

Table XI LLNL Mechanism Example Reactions

Classification
Reaction Number of Bonds

(SMILES Notation) Broken and Formeda Forward Direction Reverse Direction

C [CH] + C O ⇔ C CC[O] 1 (0, 1) RadicalAddition C O C3H5 BetaScission C C C3H5
C CC + O ⇔ C[CH]C + [OH] 2 (1, 1) DisproportionationReverse DisproportionationForward
CCC[CH]C(CC)OO ⇔ 1 (1, 0) RadicalDissociation RecombinationOneRadicalProduct

CCC[CH]C([O])CC + [OH]
C[CH2] + O O ⇔ C*C + [OOH] 2 (1, 1) RadicalPlusO2Forward RadicalPlusO2Reverse
CC([CH2])C O + [H] ⇔ C C(C)CO 3 (1, 2) RecombinationStable Isom Isom StableBondFission

aFormat: total number of broken and formed bonds (the number of broken bonds, number of formed bonds).
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Table XII LLNL Mechanism Classification Summary

Forward Reverse

Beta Beta 1 (0.02%) 1 (0.02%)
BetaScission 216 (5.16%) 220 (5.26%)
Complex 218 (5.21%) 216 (5.16%)
Disproportionation 140 (3.35%) 141 (3.37%)
ElectronicTransition 8 (0.19%) 8 (0.19%)
HydrogenAbstraction 1520 (36.32%) 1520 (36.32%)
Isom Beta 108 (2.58%) 110 (2.63%)
Isom StableBondFission 7 (0.17%) 7 (0.17%)
Isomerization 132 (3.15%) 132 (3.15%)
MultipleSpecies 647 (15.46%) 647 (15.46%)
OH Ether 0 49 (1.17%)
no classification 163 (3.89%) 163 (3.89%)
RadAdd Beta 8 (0.19%) 8 (0.19%)
RadAdd Isom 84 (2.01%) 84 (2.01%)
RadAdd Isom Beta 185 (4.42%) 185 (4.42%)
RadAdd Isom UniBeta 6 (0.14%) 6 (0.14%)
RadAdd RadAdd 1 (0.02%) 1 (0.02%)
RadAdd RadAdd Beta 16 (0.38%) 16 (0.38%)
RadAdd UniBeta 50 (1.19%) 1 (0.02%)
RadAdd UniBeta Beta 16 (0.38%) 16 (0.38%)
RadicalAddition 156 (3.73%) 153 (3.66%)
RadicalDissociation 1 (0.02%) 1 (0.02%)
RadicalPlusO2 174 (4.16%) 173 (4.13%)
Recombination 275 (6.57%) 274 (6.55%)
RecombinationStable 7 (0.17%) 7 (0.17%)

Isom
StableBondFission 77 (1.84%) 78 (1.86%)
UniEther 49 (1.17%) 49 (1.17%)
UniRadAdd Beta 1 (0.02%) 1 (0.02%)
UniRadAdd Isom Beta 6 (0.14%) 6 (0.14%)

Additional Classification Information

For many of the classification groups, we add extra
information to the resulting classification. The extra
information allows the kineticist to group reactions
within a classification group.

In addition to classifying a reaction as Hydro-
gen Abstraction, we can determine what radical is
responsible for the abstraction. For example, the
reaction C3H6 + C4H9 ⇔ C3H5 + C4H10 (CC C +
[CH2]CCC ⇔ [CH2]C C + CCCC) would be classi-
fied as HydrogenAbstraction C4H9 meaning it is Hy-
drogen Abstraction by C4H9.

If a reaction is classified as a Radical Addition
reaction, we can determine the attacking radical and
add that information to the classification. For example,
the reaction C4H3 + C2H2 ⇔ C6H5 ([CH] CC#C +
C#C ⇔ [CH] CC CC#C) would be classified as
RadicalAddition C4H3 since C4H3 is the attacking
radical.

Any complex (well-skipping) reaction that involves
beta scission or radical addition includes a summary
of the number of carbon atoms and hydrogen atoms
involved in the reaction. For example, the first reaction
in Table VII is classified as RadAdd Isom Beta C2H3,
which means that it is a Radical Addition Isomerization
Beta Scission reaction that involves two carbon atoms
and three hydrogen atoms.

Ambiguous Min-Cost Mappings

Reactions must be mapped before they are classified,
and the user may choose to have the system automati-
cally classify reactions as they are mapped. Note that
the user may manually choose a mapping and/or clas-
sification for any reaction. If the algorithms encounter
ambiguous mappings (i.e., there is more than one map-
ping of minimum cost), the expert user may investigate
all potential min-cost mappings with the viewer [17]
to determine the chemically correct mapping. In test-
ing, we have found that approximately 90% of the
reactions in a mechanism have a unique min-cost map-
ping. In the GRI 3.0 mechanism, there are six reac-
tions with an ambiguous min-cost mapping (1.85%).
In the CSM mechanism, there are 24 reactions with an
ambiguous min-cost mapping (8.87%). In the LLNL
mechanism, there are 46 reactions with an ambiguous
min-cost mapping (11.69%).

If a given reaction is mapped and classified and
all of the min-cost mappings produce the same reac-
tion classification(s), then the reaction is automatically
classified. In other words, if the research is primarily
concerned with reaction classification, the automation
rate is approximately 99%. In the GRI 3.0 mechanism,
only one of the six ambiguous reactions results in mul-
tiple classifications in either the forward or reverse
direction. In the CSM mechanism, only 24 of the 308
ambiguous reactions results in multiple classifications
in either the forward or reverse direction. In the LLNL
mechanism, only 46 of the 489 ambiguous reactions
results in multiple classifications in either the forward
or reverse direction.

Multiple Bonds

We have implemented Faulon’s bond conversion algo-
rithm to convert a chemical multigraph into a simple
graph [47], which allows us to run our automated reac-
tion mapping code and consider double or triple bonds.
This may be useful in understanding the changes the
reactants are undergoing, but in general it is not use-
ful when classifying reactions. Our classification rules
are based on entire bonds breaking or forming, not
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Figure 9 C4H5 + C3H5 ⇔ C4H4 + C3H6 mapping considering multiple bonds.

Figure 10 C4H5 + C3H5 ⇔ C4H4 + C3H6 mapping considering single bonds.

multiple bonds breaking to form single bonds or addi-
tional bonds formed where a single bond once was.

For example, consider a C4H5 + C3H5 ⇔ C4H4 +
C3H6 reaction. Figure 9 shows a mapping which con-
siders double and triple bonds which means there are
five bonds broken or formed. Figure 10 shows a map-
ping which considers all bonds as single bonds which
means there are only two bonds broken or formed. The
second case is easier to classify since it limits its infor-
mation to which atoms have moved from one molecule
to another.

The mechanism being evaluated will determine
whether multiple bonds should be considered. In some
applications, it may be more useful to determine all of
the bonds which are broken or formed in each reaction,
but in other applications it may be more useful to de-
termine which atoms have moved in the reaction. The
automated reaction mapping code provides the func-
tionality for both cases.

Mechanism Comparison

Reaction classification is a useful tool for comparing
and contrasting two mechanisms which are designed to
model similar chemical processes. Our reaction classi-
fication system may be used to sort each of the mech-
anisms by reaction type and therefore compare and
contrast the mechanisms in more detail.

FUTURE WORK

In the future, we would like to further break down
some of the classification groups. For example, the
Disproportionation classification is generic and these
reactions may be broken down into more specific clas-
sifications. For the Hydrogen Abstraction classifica-
tion, it would be useful to determine the type of hy-
drogen which is being abstracted. Also, there are many
types of isomerization reactions and it may be useful

to add classifications to group these reactions into even
smaller subsets. To further break down these classifi-
cation groups, we will develop additional conditions
for rule creation.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, reaction classification is an important
step in the mechanism generation and reduction pro-
cess since it provides a method for sorting the resulting
reactions. This article presented an efficient method
for classifying reactions and sorting a reaction mech-
anism using automated reaction mapping algorithms.
The rules used to classify reactions can be changed by
the user without recompiling the code or redeploy-
ing the system. Improved automated reaction map-
ping algorithms and reaction classification rules are
essential for the growing needs of the cheminformatics
community.

The authors thank Dr. J. Thomas McKinnon for several in-
sightful discussions. Dr. Sharon Beermann-Curtin was a pro-
gram manager of the Office of Naval Research.
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